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Minutes of the previous Meeting

The Minutes of the meeting held on Sunday 9th July 2017 were deemed correct


Matters Arising

3 questions had been raised on Insurance








If an owner was deceased, does this invalidate any insurance? No doesn’t
invalidate it but we should be contacted to transfer policy into the name of
the executors.
If a car was being driven by a driver other than the insured, should they be
able to invoke a breakdown recovery? Yes if they are covered to drive under
the policy.
In the standard Austin 7 scheme policy, are the insured covered for 3rd party
risks to drive a car not owned or hired by them. Driving other vehicles (third
party cover only) is given as standard for Austin 7 scheme but there are
instances where we can’t give it so I would recommend that members check
their Insurance certificate for this cover. If they have any questions then
please call the RH number.
Publishing of Minutes.
A question was asked regarding the publishing of Meeting minutes on the
Association web site. All minutes from Association meetings going back to
January 2009 are available on the Association Web site
The Secretary had circulated all Club Magazine Editors a precis of the July
minutes for inclusion in their magazines and noted that some Editors had
published them, for which he was very grateful. He will continue to do this
and hopes that all Clubs will find space for their publication in future



Request from Black Art Design
The Secretary had written to John Stubbs of Black Art Design stating we
wouldn’t be in a position to help with Chassis drawings he had asked about.



Invoicing for changing numbers of Assoc. Magazines.
In response to a question about invoicing for Magazines, the Treasurer
replied that he based charges on the actual numbers of Magazines ordered for
Issues A&B plus a projected number for Issues C&D. If numbers varied from
the projection, then this is reflected in the following years Invoice.



Digitisation of Various films
Nick Turley reported that the films he had been given at the previous Vice
meeting were in the throes of digitisation. The 1972 Longbridge film was Chairman
done and the other ‘Factory’ films would be done by the end of November.
Nick will talk to Chris Charles about getting them published on the Web Site.
The Longbridge film really warrants a commentary added to highlight
personalities etc that feature.



Oral Histories
Nick also reported that he had completed further audio histories of both Tom Vice‘the Pom’ Newsome and Ken Cooke to the other outstanding interview with Chairman
Ian Dunford. All these needed post-production edits that would be completed
by Christmas



Officers Reports


Chairman

The last quarter has been a busy time both for myself and several of my fellow
Officers. We really have started to pick up on features of the Assn. which require
work and expansion. Perhaps the most significant area continues to be the archiving
of material. We have been most fortunate in having access to, and being gifted with,
a large amount of Seven artefacts. As the archive grows it has generated more people
coming forward with material and we trust this continues.
The 2017D edition of the Assn. Mag saw the last that our Editor, Ed Waugh,
produced. We would like to record our sincere thanks to Ed for his work over the last
four years and wish him well for the future, both as a new father, and with a new
business venture. Our new Editor, Les Gammon, is well into the job and working
with a small team on a new look to the Magazine which we trust will find favour
with you all in the 2018A edition.
Another team that I am bringing together is one to commence work on the revision
of the Motor for the Million book. This is currently at a very early stage and I am Chairman
encouraged by the enthusiasm so far shown – particularly from the Antipodes where
it would appear there is so much new material that a separate book could be written.
Not wishing to put anyone off but the editor may have a big task on his hands!
Warwick School is booked for 2022 – July 16/17 – and the school is very
enthusiastic in having us return.
I think that the Assn. is beginning to demonstrate to the individual Clubs that we
care about them, wanting to work with them and are there for them whenever
needed. Above all we intend to listen and take action where necessary. We trust this
is reciprocated. My thanks to you all, members and Officers, for your continuing
support.


Secretary

The Secretary reported on a number of items:
Along with the Vice-Chairman, he had visited the Offices of Equity Red Star, the

insurance company where RH, now owned by Hiscox, place the Austin Seven
Insurance Scheme business. In the first instance, this was to follow up on the failings
of the insurance scheme when handling the 4 cars that failed on the Eurotour. A full
report of where we are in that will be delivered in the Insurance agenda item to come
later. However, the discussion became more wide ranging than just that and we are
carrying on discussion on the Insurance scheme in general. This should lead to
greater understanding of the scheme by current and potential insures and quite
possibly that introduction of a cheaper policy specifically designed to cover laid up
cars.
There has been considerable involvement in the Association Magazine topic, again
to be covered in a specific agenda item.
It came to my notice that although the Ken Warren Trophy was awarded at the
AGM, it had not passed from last year’s recipient to Bertie Fowler, this year’s
recipient. That is happening at the moment.
I have drafted the Powerpoint to be used when giving talks on the Archive Project
and am booked in for my first appearance at the November meeting of the
Cambridge A7&VCC. It is proposed that members of the Archive Project Team all
take on a stint of presenting to the Clubs local to them and, as such, I have already
talked to Janet Edroff of North Herts 750 to arrange an evening. I will be contacting
Norfolk and Essex Clubs to see if they wish to have an evening.
Secretary
Finally I have to report that Jim Blacklock has stood down from his role of Arrow
Registrar and a successor is sought.


Treasurer

The Treasurer reported that he was currently handling all the Invoicing and that most
bills had been paid, with only 4 or 5 outstanding. Invoices totalled in the region of
£13.500. A couple of particular items to note were a payment to Hampshire County
Council for further digitisation work (The Russell Curtis collection) and an awaited
invoice for further work on the Jack French Garage project.
A current financial statement is attached to these minutes.


Advertising Manager

The Advertising Manager sent his apologies and the Secretary read a written report:
A trickle of private adverts have come in since the last Magazine along with a half
page Trade Advert for the year ahead and one full page for the coming issue.
I would like the committee to consider the prices for the coming year and if they
should be raised at all, current pricing stands at:
“DISPLAY ADVERTS – TRADE
FULL PAGE
£75.00
(1) ISSUE
£130.00
(2) ISSUES
£180.00
(3) ISSUES
£220.00
(4) ISSUES

HALF PAGE
£36.00
£66.00
£92.00
£110.00

(1) ISSUE
(2) ISSUES
(3) ISSUES
(4) ISSUES

QUARTER PAGE
£30.00
(1) ISSUE
£55.00
(2) ISSUES
£75.00
(3) ISSUES
£90.00
(4) ISSUES
NOTE:- PRE-PAID AGAINST PRO-FORMA INVOICE LESS 5% - ONLY IF TAKING 4ADS PER
YEAR
CLASSIFIED ADVERTS- TRADE – 12P PER WORD (EXCL.NAME & ADRESS)
CAR CLUBS:- (EVENTS AND RALLIES) – DISPLAY ADVERTS – 1 PAGE (£36.00)
HALF-PAGE & QUARTER PAGE FOC
PRIVATE ADS/CAR CLUB MEMBERS – (A7 CARS/SPARES ONLY) @ 12P PER WORD“.

Shortly I shall be writing to our current Trade Advertisers looking for their continued
support in 2018 with a request that they consider updating their advert to reflect the
proposed re-styling of the Magazine. Nick Turley has been looking into using the
services of a professional designer to assist with this one-off exercise. With his help
it is hoped that we can offer Traders the chance to have their advert updated at a
reduced fee. The restyling of the Magazine is due to be discussed later at this
meeting when I hope the purpose of updating/redesigning advertisements, in line
with these changes, will become clear.
In short I would like the committee to let me know:


If raising advertising rates should be considered in the future?



If advertisers should be encouraged to take up the offer of redesigning their
advert to reflect the change in Magazine styling that is being proposed

The Secretary commented that both Ruairidh’s questions would be dealt with in
other parts of the agenda.


Archivist

1. Russell Curtis donation of circa 100 Brochures. Needs checking against current
collection (should all be new). Dave Martin and I can do this.
2. Le Mans 1923 photos-on Sunday we should see the 4th one-start line, that Chris
Heeley has now received. An article will be produced for a future edition of the
Association Magazine
3. Bert Hadley overalls etc now back from Donington after 10 year loan. Geoff Roe
has them and will send possibly via Dave Martin before his next visit to me. Geoff
Roe will formally hand them over to the Association in the January meeting…

4. Service Journals: Dave Martin and I went through page by page the Gerald
Walker ones and found some spare pages, some gaps and some years missing. 1940s
we can dispose of to Gaydon. We know the garage that first had them by an
interleafed letter! We have 1932-1939 almost complete, Chris Garner has just
bought/collected 1928 and 1931. So we need 1927 1929 1932. I will contact Dave
Phillips to see where he borrowed some originals from about 1970.
5. 2018 Open Day We need to think of a Sunday with least clashes in Spring? After
changes in room rental at TSSC offices, we will not have the “board room” as that is
now let to an insurance agent, but still have use of kitchen, toilets etc.
6. Shoebox of photos from Bob Glenister. He gave these to me at Beaulieu jumble
last month. Unsorted and only a few with info on the backs. Dave M and I had a
quick trawl. Found one of a blue pramhood in what looks like a US museum.
Reg no OK 9365...familiar? Its the cover of 1923 “Tramfare” brochure but of course
restorers can put any number on it provided it is not used on the Queens highway. I
need to contact Adli Halabi to see if it’s the one he found in in the 80s.
7. The Archive Project welcomes a new member, Timothy Payne, whose role is to
keep an eye on items for sale (on Ebay, for example) that would enhance the Archive
collection
Bob Wyatt, the president announced that he was loaning the Archive his collection
of letters he exchanged with Bob Burgess who worked at Austin’s between 1916 and
1930. Nick Turley will go through these and talk with Bob further. Bob also
suggested he had a complete set of Service Journals that he could offer the Archive.


Editor

As the majority of you will have heard through various magazines I am standing
down as Editor and this issue is my last one. I feel as though I owe you an
explanation rather then just disappearing into the sunset without any real reason as to
why. You will see a picture in my editorial in this quarters magazine as to one of the
reasons for my decision. I was also made redundant from work just before the
summer after head office decided to move production from the Edinburgh branch up
North and therefore close the office. Since then I have decided to go it alone and
starting up and building my empire is taking up a lot of my time. The above are two
of the reasons and along with other factors it was decided that now was the time to
step aside.
I've been editing magazines to do with the Seven, on and off (more on than off) since
around 2000 and it has been a real honour to have been the Editor of the Austin 7
Clubs Association magazine. After 16 issues and being due to stand down at the
AGM (2 issues away) it is the time for me to have a break from editing and be able
once again to enjoy the magazine when it drops through the door. I was delighted to
have been able to bring back the 'Grey' to the Grey Mag as the majority of people
have always affectionately called it that.
This quarter has been another busy if somewhat chaotic issue. Non more so than the
very early arrival of my daughter who should have been with us mid September but
decided to blow my plans of having the Grey mag completed and all but ready to go

Archivist

by the start of September. Nevertheless we got there and I have produced my biggest
issue. I hope the Club's who requested me not going over 36pp due to postage costs
will forgive me this final time. We have an interesting article on the military Sevens
by the expert on them, David Morgan, and also the first part of Andrew
Goodfellow's incredible trip on this years Monte Carlo Classique rally.
Towards the rear of this issue you will also see that we have a competition. Stan
Ratcliffe who used to advertise the track and pin devices for our cars has come up
with a new concept which in this day and age could be more useful due to more cars
being stolen and broken up. Being able to mark up parts with a UV style pen. There
are also other security identification items within the pack. You can purchase them
for a discounted price off his website using the codes etc printed within the Grey
Mag or enter the competition. You will also see that I have agreed a discount off
David Morgan's new book 'Immortal Austin Seven' with the publishers Veloce.
From what I have seen and heard of the book it is well worth getting a copy. Be
quick though as the discount code is only valid until the middle of December this
year.
This quarter has once again proved a challenge with the printers...and I am sad to say
that as it is my field I specialise in. Having pre-booked things in weeks before and
meeting their deadlines to get the proofs out I didn't receive a workable proof until
half way through the following week. This put pressure on getting it proof read,
things to be checked, colours tinkered with and back to them in time for getting it to
Howard. I should point out that for all the proofs bar the C and D issues I produced
them all myself at work. If I had, had to get the proofs produced by the current
printers each month then I would have torn my hair out years ago. They sadly had no
real explanation as to the delays or why no one had returned my emails or calls
regarding a problem with the C issue. When I chased things up last Monday as I
hadn't received the final pdf proof on the Friday as I was told I would I was told that
they had been told by Howard that he didn't require them until the Monday and there
was no rush to have them for the date I had set (Thurs 5th). After explaining a few
things and requesting they forward the email from Howard onto me I pointed out
that Howard did infact ask they be with him by the 8th...Sunday, therefore they
would need to be with him by the Friday. After some more frantic calls and emails
they said they would get it done and to Howard by the Friday. I have to say that I'm a
bit disappointed of late in Lavenhams, both with the lack of communication and that
I meet the deadlines they set but they don't meet them and don't let anyone know. I
understand that some other Clubs have had problems with them and it might be
something that the new editor will have to look into with the possibility of changing
printers. I'm always happy to throw my hat into the ring to assit.
Over the years producing the Grey Mag there have been many ups and downs. The
only real downside was to see that two Clubs had expressed a concern about the
content having dropped in quality in the minutes of the April meeting. I was
saddened that no Club representative had approached me to express their Clubs
concern, to have discussed things or suggested possible ways to improve. If there is
ever a concern with the magazine, the first port of call should be to the Editor to let
them know of any concerns either in terms of content or layout etc so that things can
be addressed and discussed.
A huge thank you to all of the contributors over the years since being taking over
and being head hunted from and by Robin. Your help and giving up your time to pen

articles has been very much appreciated. Thank you also to the people who get in
touch or come up to me in person to say that they enjoy the magazine.
I must also thank my Dad, Eric, for proof reading the magazine even from his
hospital bed for one issue and to my wife, Laura, for being so supportive and tolerant
as I disappear for hours and hours on end in producing the Grey Mag.
Finally, I hope that you will all support Les as he takes up the editors chair again for
another stint and continue to support the officers who give up their free time to help
make the Association what it is.
Chris Garner added that David Morgan would be on the PWA7C stand at the NEC
Classic Car show signing copies of his book. Copies purchased at the PWA7C stand
should be eligible for the discount.


Registrar

Roger Brown, the Registrar reported that the rate of new notifications continued at a
consistent rate, even though he had though earlier they were slowing down. He felt
that Bantam and other overseas models were under-represented on the Register but,
although he now has a complete list of serial numbers of Bantam cars, not much
information on surviving cars is forthcoming. This is a perfectly reasonable decision
by the overseas owners. He reported that since the change in sort order of the
Register implemented in July, he had had no complaints so assumed all was well.
Roger’s full report can be found in the Appendices.


Web Master

The main A7CA website continues to tick over with 8.5k views in the last year to
date from 8.1k users worldwide. With an increase of visitors coming from search
engines, 5093 to be precise. Hits from across the worldwide continue increase with
the top 5 visitor countries being the UK, US, Australia, New Zealand and Germany.
This year there has been a 17% increase from mobile phone users, with 1528 visitors
from tablet devices.
The Chassis Register continues to be the most popular area of the website, with
(5392+1878) searches through the Online Chassis Register this year. This is a 5.8%
increase compared to the same period last year. Interesting a recent spike in hits to
the Magazine page and list of Spares and Suppliers.
Please ensure all club meeting locations are relayed to both the Association Mag
editor and myself as Webmaster so these are kept up to date.
The Online Archive continues to be an attraction, with 2894 visitors since January
this year, spending an average of 4 minutes 34 seconds on the site with the average
user visiting 3.73 pages per visit. From the 2.9k visitors, 2.7k have not visited the
site before.
1162 of the visitors have viewed the website from a tablet or mobile phone. Show
Brochures and Handbooks/Parts Lists are the popular pages with 4519 page views

combined. The ‘how to identify you Seven’ page has attracted 965 views in the last 9
months. Keep an eye out for the next set of additions to the online archive, coming
very soon!
The Facebook page following continues to grow now with 572 likes, with more
owners posting photos of their cars on the wall. With increased engagement from
around the world on this platform I welcome any updates from clubs of rallies and
events to post.


Editorial and Association Magazine update

The Chairman introduced Les Gammon to the Committee. Les is to take over as
interim Editor until the AGM next April. Les addressed the Committee briefly
reminding the room that his first Magazine had been 1977B, another as Anonymous
Editor then 20-odd in the 80s and 90s. Les has lots of ideas for a new look Magazine
that are already being planned but is finding the changes in technology since his last
stint a bit of a challenge. However, he thanked the other Officers of the Association
for supporting him through the transition.
He asked that Clubs consider putting a request in their Magazines for Articles and
potential Authors to get in touch to chat through any ideas they may have. He also
asked for all Clubs to ensure they sent a copy of their Magazine to him. In response
to a question he replied he was more than happy to receive those as printed versions
through the post.
Howard Annett added a couple of comments. The first was that the number of
Association Magazines had been reduced by 100 on the current print run, but that
still left more that was required. Secondly, and potentially of interest to the larger
Clubs, A7OC had invested in a franking machine (at the cost of some £800) but that
its use had resulted in a saving of some £1700 in the first year when distributing
Club and Association Magazines.


Austin 7 Insurance update

Nich Turley reported on a meeting held on 22nd September 2017 at Equity Red Star
Offices - Brentwood
Present for A7CA :- Nick Turley
Hugh Barnes

Vice Chair
Hon Secretary

Present for RH :-

Relationship and Marketing
Breakdown manager
Underwriter
Underwriter

Emma Airy
Martin Groom
Mark Garratt
Jason Stoneley

In overview both Hugh and I were very excited with the results of this meeting,
which we felt was conducted in an extremely positive way.
It is clear that R.H. are keen to make our policy grow in terms of “take up.”
It is also clear from an R.H. point of view that they realise some improvements and
enhancements can be made in their “modus operandi”.
We are jointly working on this right now and refining a letter that will be from R.H. Vice
to all our members very soon once we have approved it.
Chairman/

Secretary
Additionally they have offered to present their new enhancements to our next
meeting if we wish.
One enhancement already agreed is that RH will accept self validation of agreed
value up to £8000.
Incidentally it is very important that we encourage members to sort the insurance
values of their cars out each year.
RH are also keen to offer our members insurance on our “moderns” and are
guaranteeing to beat any existing renewal premium on a like for like basis of course.
They are building this offer into their next advertisement in our new magazine.
When you consider the recovery element we feel that seems like a good deal for our
memberships.
We had much discussion about recovery especially on the continent.
We are pleased to note that RH now have a new and experienced recovery manager
who is looking at improvements. Martin is making a study of the Eurotour issues to
see what can be done in the future.
We all agreed that some improvements could be made for young people i.e. under 25
being able to drive (perhaps under supervision) thankfully RH are very warm to this
suggestion.
All in all a lot of progress and we will be meeting with them again in the new year to
follow up on some of the issues aired and continue the dialogue.
Hugh Barnes reported on the specific matter of the failings of the Breakdown service
experienced by some members on the Eurotour. The full (albeit, interim, report can
be found in the Appendices of these minutes)
Martin Groom had identified a number of common aspects of each Breakdown and
had taken these up with their recovery agents, Call Assist and IMA who, in turn, are
carrying out their own internal reviews. The report also suggests that the Owners
may not have understood the recovery process as well as they might, so Martin is
producing a short guide to the process that will be distributed to Owners. THise
present at the meeting who had experienced issues agreed that all the relevant
aspects of their problems had been covered in the report.
Clubs are also reminded that if they are organising trips for a number of cars, it is
recommended they contact Emma Airey at Hiscox so recovery services will be
aware and prepared.
Martin Groom will be invited to address a future Association Meeting to give greater Secretary
clarity to the Breakdown service. It is also suggested that for future tours where there
is a ‘pre-union’, Martin be invited to address that group of people specifically.
As there has been with the Insurance policy in general, it is felt that much progress
has been made with the Breakdown arrangements.


50th Anniversary of the Association

NB – due to a misunderstanding the Chairman gave a report relating to Chairman/
Centenary events and not the 50th Anniversary of the Association. The Officers Secretary
of the Association will discuss this internally and provide suggestions for
marking the event at the next meeting.
As we are all aware 2022 see the 100th year since the design and launch of the Austin
Seven. As one of the world’s iconic cars of the twentieth century it is only right we
should celebrate this is a big way.
With regard to the Seven community we shall be holding a two day bash at Warwick
School on July 16th and 17th, 2022, in the vein of the celebrations in 2012. Warwick
are very enthusiastic and although we will not have the same field area as before,
they have promised us an equally suitable site . A meeting with their Events
Manager will take place early next year.
We wish to make the event an international one and are confident we will attract
members and enthusiasts from overseas. Several have already expressed interest.
I am indebted to Ian Mason Smith and John Wyett for passing on their thoughts,
reactions, shake down results and various spreadsheets from 2012.
As well as the Austin community ,and because the car is so important to the British
motor industry, I would like the anniversary to be celebrated and reported by
relevant industries and the media in general. I am appealing for a Press Officer who
can take on this task.
Finally we need ideas as to what we can bring and add to the event and so again
appeal to those present to start to advertise it in the magazines asking for both
suggestions and offers of help. Yes, 2022 seems a way away, but it’s not when
organising a celebration such as we want.
From the floor, Gill Davis suggested a suitable candidate for Press Officer which Chairman
will be followed up.
Janet Edroff confirmed that there will be a Eurotour in 2022
Ian Mason-Smith suggested that the Austin 7 would be a good focus for the 2022 Chairman
Goodwood Revival and suggested we get in touch sooner rather than later as it is an
event that is planned many years in advance.


Association Budget

In the last year the A7CA has made much progress in a variety of areas.
Currently we have two projects; reorganisation and digitisation of the Archives and a
revision of the layout of the Association magazine.
Future projects include the rewrite of the Motor for the Million book and the 100th
anniversary celebrations of the birth of the Seven, both in 2022.
All of these projects require money!

Turning to the revamp of the magazine. The Committee feels that by making it
appear more like a Seven handbook will stimulate more sales and thus increased
revenue to the Assn.. Obviously good content is another factor but that is another
area. We must be aware that income from sales of the Magazine is our primary
source of income and thus is very important. Additionally we believe we must
review the annual contribution made by each Club to the Assn – a figure which has
not changed for many years and which is now unrealistic. The revamp of the
Magazine will incur extra cost and currently we have gone out on quotation to four
companies. A decision on a preferred printer will be made very soon.
On the debit side the archives have taken up a large amount of money this past year
- one which we believe is justified in the future preservation of our material. Our use
of Hampshire’s CC service has been financially high, but with the acquisition of a
professional scanner this will drastically reduce. Acquisition of material by purchase
is another cost.
Looking ahead to 2022, the two major projects mentioned above will cost a
considerable amount of money and careful cash flow budgeting
Currently the Assn. does not have a budget policy but I am suggesting that a series of Chairman
these, specific to their areas, be drawn up and broadly adhered to. Monitoring sales
and expenditure each quarter against these budgets will thus give us a better idea and
control of our financial situation. We will discuss this with our Treasurer and
relevant parties to see how this can be attained.


Officer Vacancies 2018

The Secretary reminded the meeting that with the revised Constitution, the positions
of Registrar, Editor and Secretary will be up for replacement that in April 2018. This
gives us a year to find likely candidates for the three positions and let them work
alongside the present incumbents to get a grasp of each role so the transfer of
responsibility is effortless and seamless.
Secretary
He was delighted to report that clearly we have a potential resolution to the Editor’s
post (subject to Les’ decision to continue from next April and formal ratification by
the Committee) and I have been in discussions with a suitably qualified candidate for
the post of Registrar that just leaves the position of Secretary where we seek a
candidate. All are encouraged to identify someone they think might be suitable and
encourage them to get in touch.


Jack French Garage Report and funding

The project continues to gather pace and October will see another major milestone
with the moving of the Garage to its permanent site at the Atwell Wilson Motor
Museum in Calne, Wiltshire.
August and September saw the laying of the concrete base at the Museum and
considerable work on the roof structure, trusses and purlins apparently, at the garage
temporary restoration site in a barn near Meriden. The decision was made to totally
replace the original roof which was well beyond redemption. An all new framework
has been beautifully constructed by Midland member John Eden ably assisted by
Andy Lowe. John used to build oak framed buildings for a living apparently so the
garage presented no difficulties to him! The wooden doors have also been repaired

and we are all delighted that 90% of the original timber has been retained.

This week an order was placed this week for the corrugated roof sheeting which,
despite its period appearance. has a high tech ‘Plasticote’ finish with a predicted
lifetime in excess of 25 years plus an anti condensation lining. This is being
purchased with the roofing donation funds.
The Base is not yet complete as BC Construction will build the access ramps and lay
the original floor slabs when the garage is in position, to ensure correct alignment
and hence a good fit. Many thanks to the A7CA for funding this work and they will
no doubt receive the invoice when it is all done.
The move itself will take place over the weekend of 28th/29th of October. A full sized
flat bed lorry equipped with a HAIB hydraulic crane will first collect the new roof
panels then drive to the Meriden site to be loaded with the wall panels and the roof
components and doors. From there ist will drive to the AWMM followed by our
volunteers to be offloaded at site. Several of our volunteers plan to stay over either
locally or in campers on site and continue the reassembly on the Sunday. The
objective is to have the Garage erected and weather tight by the Sunday evening.
2019 is both the 80th anniversary of the end of Austin 7 production and also of the
formation of the 750 Motor Club in which jack was to play such an important role.
The project goal is to gradually improve the exhibits within the Garage throughout
2018 working towards a ‘Grand Opening’ in the anniversary year.
Finally, the PWA7C plans to have Jack’s Simplicity on their stand at the Classic Car
Show at the NEC in November. The project will be provided the Pop Up stand as a
backdrop to this exhibit plus other graphics for this stand and others. We look
forward to getting much publicity for the project as a result.


Christopher Blakey and ‘Celebrate the Seven’

Christopher addressed the meeting and outlined his plan to drive to Tokyo to

coincide with the 2019 Rugby World cup, carrying a rugby ball from Twickenham to
the event. Much of the route envisaged has been well travelled already with
participants of the Peking – Paris events and has already been successfully
completed by Austin 7s. The final destination in Russia would be Vladivostok where
cars would be shipped to Japan for the final leg. He has the interest of a TV
Documentary maker and sees any publicity that could be gained from this as
advertising for the Centenary. Christopher is refining the route and all other details
and will keep interested parties aware of planning.
He also outlined his parallel project ‘Celebrate the Seven’, an initiative to get young
people involved in the joys of Austin 7 ownership. He has published a booklet that
he offers to Clubs to purchase and distribute and has a roadshow that he plans to take
to a number of events next year. As a result of support by Hiscox/RH, he has
insurance that allows his Austin 7 to be driven (on private land) by anyone over the
age of 18.under supervision
Christopher will happily speak to Austin 7 Clubs on the topic and appealed to all
Austin 7 Clubs to engage in ‘outreach’ to younger people.
From the floor, Ian Mason-Smith asked if a ‘How to prepare my car’ article could be
produced. Christopher will look at the possibility.


Alternator and Distributor Update – Ian Mason-Smith

Distributor
The Accuspark A7 Electronic Distributor is now in production and available on the
Accuspark Website: www.accuspark.co.uk
The Association is issued with a limited-period unique discount as follows:
Model No.: DKY4 6v or 12v
- Available to Members at £79.95 using Club Discount Code: club7
Many have been purchased and fitted successfully but regrettably with some
reported failures – sadly one just before the Eurotour 2017 – although at least one
did complete Eurotour. Accuspark in all cases have quickly replaced the faulty units.
Another problem encountered were a couple of incidents of ‘Customer Services’ but
I am pleased that these have been very happily resolved.
Alternator
The long-awaited alternator is now in production and offered for sale – the first
batch of 100 units is 12v Neg. Earth. The Association is issued with a limited-period
unique discount as follows:
Model No.: DYNA A7 12v
- Available to Members at £182.90 using Club Discount Code: club7A
A 6v version should be available shortly.
The prototype is still installed in a DA7 Austin 7, where it has been running happily
for over for over 4 months.
One glitch in the first batch, is that the connection terminals have been mounted on

the front on the unit, rather than the correct position on the top – so do firmly tie
down the leads to prevents contact with the fan! – this will be corrected in
subsequent units expected towards the end of the year.
All necessary details are in the attached advert.(Appendix IV)
Personal Note
I am greatly indebted to Members who have offered sound advice and feed-back in
regard to these products – this has been an invaluable contribution to the
development of both products. We must also record our gratitude to Tom and Tony
Ibbotson at BB Classics/Accuspark for taking on this challenge. It has been a real
pleasure working with them from the conception of these products to their
production – both have always generously given their time to responding to requests
and queries where these arise. I am sure if you have any issues they will continue to
help out, either with sales issues or technical problems – their telephone number is
on the attachments.
As I mentioned last time, I have no commercial interest in the product and am
definitely not responsible for the performance – or lack thereof – of these products.
My only interest is to seek out a couple of components that might have some
advantage to our A7 Motoring!
However, if you do have any feedback – good or bad – I would be happy to collect
your comments and pass them on to BB Classics.


LED bulbs

Ian Mason-Smith also reported on the issue of legality of LED bulbs in our cars.
Having raised the issue with the FBHVC, he had now seen a pre-release version of a
letter from the Ministry of Transport confirming that LED bulbs are legal for use in
any vehicle manufactured prior to 1970, though there are some restrictions on
specific headlamp bulbs


MOT Changes

Ian Mason-Smith also highlighted changes being brought into MoT regulations
which now makes vehicles 40 years old (on a rolling timescale) MoT test exempt.
There is some lack of clarity around the term vehicles that have been ‘substantially
modified’ and again, the FBHVC are following up on this.





Any Other Business
Janet Edroff reported that a joint project between the North Herts 750MC and
the 7OC will see a plaque installed at Little Missenden Church on
Wednesday November 8th at 2pm to celebrate Lord Austin who was born on
that day in 1866 and was baptised in the church. All are invited to attend with
lunch available in the Red Lion pub beforehand
Ed Waugh, outgoing Editor would provide current artwork for Advertisers
for the proposed revamp if needed



Chris Garner showed the meeting an LED illuminated ‘Austin’ sign being
manufactured and marketed by a PWA7C member, Ian Hoole. They are
priced around £300. Ian’s contact details are: 49, Monks Ings, Birstall,
Batley, West Yorks.WF17 9HU. wypwa7@gmail.com



Chris Garner also mentioned 2 new strands of information coming to the
Archive. One is contact and collection of family records from the grandson of
Louis Kings, the second man to drive an Austin 7 after Sir Herbert Austin,
and, secondly, the son of John Boyd-Carpenter who has offered the family
held records for review.



Tours in other Club areas
A general point has been raised by David Aylmore of the Devon A7 club
who writes, Devon is a very popular venue for visits from A7 Clubs from all
over the country and on several occasions over the last 12/18 months, I have
been contacted by Devon A7 Club members who have come across groups
of A7's on the road and have contacted me to ask who they were. Once or
twice, I have been able to help from information picked up from the various
newsletters I receive, but on many occasions I have had no prior knowledge.
This seems to me to be a shame, and I feel that we in Devon cannot be the
only club to have had this happen. Could there perhaps be an 'unwritten rule'
between Association member clubs, that if they are organising an event in an
area where there is another active A7 Club, then a 'Courtesy Notification' is
sent to the relevant secretary? Depending on the type of event, local A7
owners might be able to join in with the activities, but in any event it can
only promote positive contact between member clubs. It may also be possible
for local members, with their knowledge, to guide or help the visitors.

There being no further business, the meeting closed at 1.00 pm


Date of Next Meeting

The next meeting, will be held at 11.00 am on Sunday January 14th 2018 in the
upstairs Meeting Room of the Green Man, 14 Daventry Rd, Dunchurch, CV22 6NS.


Dates for following Meetings

Other Meeting dates for 2018 are as follows:
Sunday April 8th (AGM)
Sunday 8th July
Sunday October 7th

Chairman: ……………………………………..

October 2017
Appendix 1 Registrar’s report

Secretary: ……………………………………..

Activity in the last three months is summarised in these tables, this
report which will be attached to the Committee Meeting minutes.
The stream of information from members, clubs and model registers
has continued much the same as last year, thank you, please keep it
coming. It was suggest that Bantams are underrepresented in the
Register. Since my last report I am happy to report some contact
with Bantam owners and clubs. I have been able to add two new
entries and correct (re-defined as Austin Big 7) another. There are
still many more that could be added, but until their owners or clubs
waits.
Some owners do not want their cars included, so I don’t
personally check Austin 7s that I come across and add
them regardless. In the interest of security the Register
does not hold contact or location details. Club and
model registers are recorded if the details are offered,
and this is the only way owners might be contacted.
I try to respond to submissions within a week, but not
all result in a change to the Register. It is your data
which I accept at face value unless there is an obvious
problem, for example with the format of chassis or
engine numbers. Also, your submission may suggest
that a vehicle no longer exists, and it is a register of
surviving cars. Sometimes I am right, sometimes
wrong. Accuracy is my aim and no offence is intended
when I seek clarification.

Submissions
Apr – Sep
2017-18 (2016-17)
eform
email
167 (227)

77 (167)

submit details the Register

A7CA all marques Register
2017-18 (2016-17)
all
new

change

Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar

38 (31)
25 (20)
24 (28)
48 (83)
28 (62)
18 (14)
(21)
(40)
(14)
(27)
(15)
(12)

5 (12)
8 (10)
12 (15)
11 (18)
17 (15)
8 (04)
(18)
(11)
(05)
(07)
(05)
(06)

33 (19)
17 (10)
12 (13)
37 (65)
11 (47)
10 (10)
(03)
(29)
(09)
(20)
(10)
(06)

year

181 (367)

61 (126)

120 (241)

I am happy to report that the spreadsheets
downloadable from the Association web site should
now be updated each month as before, but they can also still be downloaded from
www.rgbrown.co.uk/a7ca-registrar
As noted in my last report since July the spreadsheets have changed sort orders which I believe they
are now more logical and easier to use. I have not received any comments either way since the
change, but if there are problems please let me know and I will try to find a solution.
Register entries, especially new entries these days, often omit club or model register details. If the
A7CA record of your car has no club or model register information, it would be helpful to add it. I
also ask club and model registrars to check their records against the Association Register,
appropriately sorted spreadsheets are available to download. Please let me know what needs to be
added or changed. I believe the information held by club and model registrars is the best record
since they should be in regular contact with their members. Maybe club chairmen can from time to
time check that their end is working as intended? The on-line submission form makes it easy to
submit a few records, but if there are a large number of please get in touch to agree a better way.

Appendix II – ERS Breakdown Interim Report

Austin Seven Clubs’ Association
Eurotour 2017 Breakdown Complaints
INCIDENT REPORT – Eurotour 2017 – Austin Seven
BACKGROUND
Four of the association’s members’ vehicles broken down in Europe during the Eurotour 2017
event in June 2017 and the members requested breakdown assistance from the RH supplier.
Unfortunately, the experience received by Mr M Harcourt, Mr Lawson, Dr Smith, & Mr Alger
around the level of assistance provided fell well short of that expected.
I have listed below the common key areas of complaint from the four member: 








Delays in arranging & supplying a hire car – 2-3 days
Delay in fault diagnosing being received
Lack of information provided around the repatriation procedure – this can take up to a week
Delay in response from IMA UK & IMA Europe
Phone calls not returned
Timely updates of current status of the vehicle diagnosis
Lack of communication from IMA to the Hire car company – Hire car not booked
Incorrect details around the date of delivery of vehicle to the UK address

CLAIMS PROCESS
From my review of the information from the four cases, it is clear the members, as a minimum,
do not have a clear understanding of the European Claims process including: 




the daily and total hire car monetary limit,
when alternative accommodation is provided (as opposed to a hire car), the eligible period and
again the monetary limit per day and in total
the process for repatriation of a vehicle from Europe and the expected timescales
the latest European restrictions for the provision of hire cars across countries (e.g. France, Spain,
Germany, etc)

this has potentially resulted in an over expectation of the benefits under the policy.
ACTIONS TAKEN by CALL ASSIST
ERS uses a third party claims handler to manage breakdown assistance cases in the UK and
Europe, this being Call Assist.
The details of all four cases were discussed in detail with Call Assist and as a result Call Assist also
undertook a RCA (root cause analysis) review of its processes in managing the four cases in
question and also European claims in general.
As a consequence, various measures have been taken to improve the service provided, these
being:

Diary actions to contact the customer to provide an update were not carried out in a timely fashion

and resulted in the customer needing to contact Call Assist and/or IMA.
o the Call Assist system has been improved to distinguish all routine customer update requests,
as such, adequate priority was not given to such actions. To prevent this from reoccurring, a
new type of “action” will be created by Call Assist to ensure priority cases where customers
are waiting for important updates are carried out in a timely fashion.



IMA should at all times have a log within its system of where the vehicle is currently situated and that
it should be checking locations and deliveries with the actual garages prior to providing information to
customers. This matter has been discussed with IMA and an update on potential issues is awaited.
Call Assist has made changes in its personnel for the management of claims outside the UK to
strengthen the process and remove any delays in authorisation of accommodation, public transport
hire car approval, and vehicle repatriation.



Call Assist will be conducting a full audit of IMA in November to further identify any additional
improvements which can be made to the claims handling process.



Call Assist will be reviewing procedures to authorise car hire costs in advance to reduce anxiety levels
for customers who are unable to plan their holidays as a result. Also, the process to assist the
customer in arranging hire cars if touring in various countries is being reviewed, (this may mean a
different hire cars in each country).



Call Assist will be investigating the cause of the delays in answering calls from the customer to IMA
with a view to ensuring our SLA of 80% of calls being answered within 20 seconds is both adequate
and being met.

INTERIM SUMMARY
Further resolution of the outstanding items between Call Assist and IMA are expected soon, so I
will provide a further update. However, the activities taken so far along and plus the suggested
European claims process fact sheet should go a long way to improving the assistance provided
plus also setting the expectations of the customer.
I have also discussed with Call Assist the potential to remove the mandatory fault diagnosis for
the Austin Seven policies unless the customer expressly requests. As we discussed, unless the
cause is a minor fault, the probability being the vehicle would require repatriation, so any delay
in confirming a diagnosis only further delays the customer in continuing their holiday.
Martin Groom
Breakdown Product Manager
ERS
6th October 2017
Appendix III – Financial Report 1 January to 30 September 2017

£

36,169.01

Balance 1 January 2017

Receipts January-September 2017
Magazine sales
Sale of back numbers
Subscriptions for 2016/7
Magazine distribution recharged to Clubs
Receipts Identifying Austins Booklet

£

12,934.00
0.00
325.00
580.33
10.00

Receipts Warwick DVD
Advertising
Interest received
Receipts for Jack French Garage Project
Sale of binders
Insurance Payouts
Archive sales
Digital Archive Receipts
Other miscellaneous income
Production Changes Book
Index Booklet Receipts
Total receipts

Payments January-September 2017
Printing magazines
Magazine distribution (postage)
Identifying Austins Booklet Costs
Subscriptions (ie FBHVC)
Hiscox ads rebates to clubs
Room hire for meetings
Binders Costs
Insurance
Archive costs
Archive purchase
Digitisation of Archives Project
Website cost
Officers expenses
Production Changes Book
Index Booklet Costs
A7CA contribution to Jack French Garage project
JFG Costs
Total payments

0.00
1,094.69
19.14
20.00
24.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1,221.50
0.00
16,228.66

6,213.00
869.55
0.00
30.00
411.00
129.00
0.00
2,169.60
726.25
752.90
1,853.99
126.99
1,408.14
1,915.05
0.00
0.00
107.92
16,713.39

35,684.28

Balance June 2017
Analysis of Account balances at the end of September 2017

Lloyds: A7CA Funds
Lloyds: Jack French Garage project fund
Scottish Widows

14,228.97
1,623.98
19,976.83
35,829.78

Payments Jul-Sept

Expenses Hazel Gore
Archive Photos ex-France
Expenses Chris Garner
Expenses Hugh Barnes
Expenses JFG CJP
Modular Exhibition Stand
Expenses Chris Garner / Changes book to NZ
Expenses Howard Annett

16.84
263.90
199.00
65.00
107.92
100.00
105.08
163.28

Lavenham Press Postage
Lavenham Press 2017C
Archive Photos ex-France

Appendix IV – Accuspark Advertisement

221.91
1,560.00
70.00

Club7

£79.95
www.accuspark.co.uk

ACCUSPARK A7 Alternator
Club7A
£189.90 incl.Ap&p

